Kyrio provides interoperability, stability, performance, validation, certification and customized testing. We provide deep technical analysis and reporting into the performance of networked and wireless devices so that our customers are empowered to make highly-informed business decisions.

Who We Serve

Network Service Providers | Network Equipment and Device Manufacturers | Software Companies | Industry Trade Associations

Why use a third-party lab to test your devices?

Customized Testing
Receive one-on-one expertise with our engineers for a testing plan that is tailored to your unique needs.

Pre-certification and Certification Testing
In addition to certification testing, pre-certification testing can spot potential problems earlier for a more streamlined submission process.

Product Bake-offs
Make the best purchasing decision possible by utilizing our competitive analysis testing to evaluate multiple products' performance based on the criteria most important to your applications.

Product Validation
Gain an understanding of your device’s performance and uncover product issues.

Why Work with Kyrio?

Independent Third-Party Laboratory | Vendor Neutral | 20+ years of technical expertise

As a subsidiary of CableLabs, Kyrio leverages CableLabs’ rich history and expertise in building strong networks. Like CableLabs, Kyrio is guided by the principles of integrity and neutrality. As an independent third-party laboratory, we arm you with actionable intelligence and technical expertise. When you work with Kyrio, you have a partner that will help solve your toughest challenges and accelerate your product or service to market.

At Kyrio, more than 150 years of combined experience in network, interoperability, wireless and certification testing creates a strong foundation upon which to innovate on business and create connected modern networks.
Testing with Kyrio?

**Network Testing**
As the #1 leader in DOCSIS® testing, Kyrio offers expansive network testing for coax, fiber-based technologies, voice, CMTS and other network systems.

**Wireless**
In our state-of-the-art lab, we extensively test to understand the performance capabilities of your device in real-world scenarios. Kyrio offers a full suite of wireless testing for network gateways, embedded and standalone Wi-Fi access points, antenna and enclosure designs, and end user devices.

**IoT**
The entire IoT ecosystem requires interoperability, security, connectivity and reliability. Kyrio’s IoT device testing ensures that devices can handle the needs of the network, regardless of make or manufacturer.

**Certification Testing**
Kyrio is the one-stop shop for certification testing needs, including DOCSIS and PacketCable certification testing, as well as certification testing under the Wireless Broadband Alliance (WBA) and the Open Connectivity Foundation.

**SDN/NFV**
Kyrio provides cloud technology testing services, including proof-of-concept system integration and hosting, custom testing for virtual network functions, VNF onboarding and interoperability testing, and infrastructure validation.

**Development Lab**
Our lab provides more than 14,000 square feet for you to explore, innovate, develop, validate and test. Additionally, our highly-configurable 5,000 square foot test house is an excellent environment to test products in real-world scenarios.
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- **180** test benches
- **175** racks of equipment
- **14,000** square foot lab
- **5,000** square foot test house
- **1,500+** products certified, qualified, verified

Visit kyrio.com for more information.